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Fine Debye-Scherrer Photoimage

１．Introduction 
A Debye-Scherrer diffraction photograph (Debye and Scherrer, 1916) of cerium oxide (ceria), 

, taken with a cylindrical IP camera at the BL5S2 beam line of Aichi Synchrotron Radiation 

Center (Seto, Japan) on October 31, 2013, is presented.  

Link to the binary image file (zip compressed): 

［http://www.crl.nitech.ac.jp/~ida/topics/2013/20131031_staff_ceo2_1240_1.img.zip］

Specification: 

　Radius of cylindrical camera: 

　Geometrical dimension of the image:  (tangential)   (axial)

　Pixel size: 

　Pixel numbers:  (tangential)   (axial), 

　Format of pixel intensity: 16-bit unsigned integer (big endian)

　Lowest and highest intensities:  and 

　Header length: 

It will not be difficult to load and display the image file (see Appendix 1.A).  

The IP camera has been removed from the AichiSR BL5S2 powder diffraction measurement 

station, and three semiconductor 2D detectors have been equipped to the system, instead of the IP 

camera.  Since the detector face of a semiconductor 2D detector is flat, the diffraction image should 

geometrically be similar to the one Hull has proposed (1917), rather than that proposed by Debye 

and Scherrer (“einer zylinderförmigen Camera von 57 mm Durchmesser” in German) (1916), even 

though it should not be difficult to simulate the Debye-Scherrer pattern by reconstructing the two 

dimensional data collected by a flat two-dimensional detector.  It is unlikely that the cylindrical IP 

camera would be equipped again at AichiSR BL5S2 beam line.  
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Figure 1　 -corrected Debye-Scherrer photo images of ceria  powder.  Photon energy of X-ray is
 (wavelength is .  Left image is treated for , and right image is treated for 

.

Figure 1 shows the 8-bit gray images calculated by the treatment of the pixel intensity  by the 

following equation, 

 , (1.1) 

where the  is the lowest pixel intensity and  is the highest pixel intensity.  
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２．Shooting condition / design of 5S2 beam line 
The specimen was standard  powder (NIST SRM674) filled into a glass capillary with the 

diameter of 0.1 mm.  The Debye-Scherrer image was taken with a cylindrical IP camera at the 

BL5S2 beam line of Aichi Synchrotron Radiation Center (AichiSR) (facility link) .  Exposure time 

was 30 min.

AichiSR is a small synchrotron facility operated for the acceleration voltage of 1.2 GV.  The 

circumference of the electron storage ring is 72 m.  

Four superconducting magnets are used as bending magnets in the electron storage ring of AichiSR.  

The light emitted from the strong magnetic field generated by the superconducting bending magnets 

includes higher energy photons, and the light can be utilized for X-ray diffraction measurements.  

It was expected that the horizontal beam divergence of the light emitted from the superconducting 

bending magnets would be wider than that from normal bending magnets, because of the enhanced 

curvature of electron beam orbit, but it was also expected that it could still be regarded as a point 

light source, provided that appropriate focusing optics are used.  

BL5S2 beam line of AichiSR has been designed for the use of powder X-ray diffraction 

measurements, utilizing two types of two-dimensional X-ray detectors, one is the Imaging Plate (IP, 

Fuji film) cylindrical camera, and the other is a pixel type (hybrid type) semiconductor 2D detector 

(Dectris, PILATUS 100k) (Ida, 2016).  

Focusing geometry has been adopted for the design of the 5S2 beam line optics, composed of (i) 

cylindrical collimator mirror, (ii) Si (111) double flat crystal monochromator, and (iii) cylindrical 

focusing mirror as shown in Figure 2.  The two cylindrical mirrors can be treated as pseudo toroidal 

mirrors by applying mechanical force to bend it along the longitudinal direction.  It may be noted 

that such geometry should be meaningless, if a zero-dimensional or one-dimensional detector is 

used for the detection of X-ray diffraction. 

Traditionally, line focus geometry has been used for synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction 

measurements.  The optics of the BL-4B2 beam line of Photon Factory (KEK-PF) (Tsukuba, Japan) 

applies the cylindrical collimator mirror, but the design is based on “parallel-beam geometry”, 

assuming Soller slits or a single-crystal analyzer is equipped on the diffraction beam side for 

resolving the angular dispersion of the diffracted beam.  The BL19B2 beam line of SPring-8 (Sayo, 

Japan) applies parallel-beam geometry without applying cylindrical mirror (see Figure 2),  where a 

cylindrical IP camera was originally used as a virtual one-dimensional detector.  

CeO2
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Figure 2　Comparison of the beam line optics of KEK-PF BL-4B2 (pseudo parallel beam),  SPring-8 BL19B2 
(parallel beam) and AichiSR BL5S2 (focal beam) (schematic).  Spectional intensity profiles of the incident 
beams, recorded with IP cameras at SPring-8 BL19B2 and AichiSR BL5S2 are also shown in the figure. 

It has been confirmed that the ellipsoidal spectional intensity distribution with the aspect ratio close 

to unity is available at AichiSR BL5S2, as displayed in Figure 2.  

It should be noted that the AichiSR BL5S2 incident beam profile along the tangential direction is 

clearly broader than that of SPring-8 BL19B2.  Since the tangential direction corresponds to the 

direction to cross the Debye-Scherrer ring on the diffraction image, it should straightforwardly be 

connected with the broader diffraction peak shape, reconstructed from the two-dimensional 

intensity data, when the area of the image to be analyzed is restricted within a narrow width along 

the axial direction. 
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The design of synchrotron beam line optics should be optimized for the purpose of measurements 

with the technology that can be utilized.    

The design of AichiSR BL5S2 was partly intended mainly for “texture analysis”, including 

crystallite size distribution, preferred orientation of crystallites, and structural deformation in 

practical metarials, rather than the “crystal structure analysis”.  

The focal design of AichiSR BL5S2 beam line is clearly advantageous for taking a fine Debye-

Scherrer diffraction image, even though it is not meaningful in a practical point of view.  

It has been demonstrated that it certainly makes a sense on evaluation of statistical errors in the 

observed intensity by a method based on statistical analysis (Ida, 2016).  The appropriate evaluation 

of statistical variation of intensities enables reliable estimation of  structural properties, while most 

of analyses of synchrotron powder diffraction intensity data underestimate the statistical variation 

of the intensities.  

The method is similar to the treatment of the two-dimensional data proposed by Sulyanov et al. 

(1994).  Suryanov et al. (1994) have suggested a method to evaluate the “average pixel intensity” 

 by the equation: 

 , (2.1)

From  pixel intensities  allocated to a certain  value.  The author has proposed 

just to add the calculation of “average squared pixel intensity”  by the equation:

 , (2.2) 

which enables to estimate the population standard deviation  by the equation:

 , (2.3) 

and the standard error  for the average  by the equation: 

 . (2.4)

It is not necessary to use the analytical method based on the maximum likelihood estimation (Ida 

and Izumi, 2011; Ida and Izumi, 2013)  for the data collected at AichiSR BL5S2 station.  A method 

based on the least-squares estimation, the Rietveld method (Rietveld, 1969), for example, can 

reasonably be used for analysis of the powder diffraction data collected at AichiSR BL5S2.  
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Appendix 1.A  Loading and displaying binary image file (←)

Python + NumPy + Matplotlib code just to load and show the binary image file is shown below.  

Macro code for a graphing software (Wavemetrics, Igor Pro ver. 8) used to load the binary image and draw Figure 1 is 

shown below.  

#pragma rtGlobals=3 // Use modern global access method and strict wave 
access.

function LoadImg(sImg)
string sImg; // wave name for image data

dowindow/k Graph0; // delete "Graph0"

//*** Imaging Plate Image Size ***//
nvar gNX_IMG; // = 3800; // [pixel]
nvar gNY_IMG; // = 7800; // [pixel]

variable nX = gNX_IMG;
variable nY = gNY_IMG;
variable nOffset = 15600; // header length in byte (not used)
variable iX, iY, iOffset;

string/g gsImg; // wavename for image data;
gsImg = sImg;
MAKE/O/W/U/N=(nX,nY) $sImg;

// O: overwrite; W: 16 bit integer; U: unsigned
wave wImg = $sImg;
VARIABLE/G gPixel = 0.05; // pixel size [mm]
setscale/p x 0,gPixel,"",wImg;
setscale/p y 0,gPixel,"",wImg;
wImg = 100; // initial value

Display;
AppendImage $sImg;
ModifyImage $sImg ctab={*,*,Grays,1},log=1; // logarithmic scale
variable width = 269.291; // 269.291 [points] = 95 [mm]
variable height = 552.756; // 552.756 [points] = 195 [mm]
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import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

nX = 3800 # axial
nY = 7800 # tangential
nHeadB = 15600 # header length (bytes)
filename = '20131031_staff_ceo2_1240_1.img'
f = open(filename, mode='br')
img = np.fromfile(f, 
dtype='>u2',offset=nHeadB).reshape(nX,nY)
    # 16-bit unsigned integer, big endian
plt.imshow(img)
plt.show()



ModifyGraph width=(width),height=(height);
// 95 mm-width, 195 mm-height for initial display

ModifyGraph tkLblRot(left)=90;
ModifyGraph mirror=1;
Label bottom,"\\f02X\\f00 (mm)";
Label left,"\\f02Y\\f00 (mm)";
DoUpdate;
ModifyGraph width=0, height=0; // let the display resizable
string/g gsGraphImg;
gsGraphImg = WinName(0,1); // top graph window

variable iDenom;
iDenom = ceil(nX/20); // frequency to update display
variable iDummy;
KillWaves/z wave0;
GBLoadWave/I/T={80,80}/O/N=wave;

// /I: interactive mode
// /T={80,80}: data type of 16-bit unsigned integer, 
//    and wave type of 16-bit unsigned integer,
// /N=(basename): basename of wave

string sSource;
sSource = StringFromList(0,S_waveNames);
wave wSource = $sSource;
variable iSource;
iSource = nY; // Skip nY words (2 * nY bytes)
iX = 0;
variable t;
For (iX = 0; iX < nX; iX += 1)

For (iY = 0; iY < nY; iY += 1)
t = wSource[iSource];
wImg[nX-1-iX][iY] = t;
iSource += 1;

EndFor; // (iY = 0; iY < nY; iY += 1)
If (mod(iX, iDenom) == 0)

DoUpdate;
EndIf;

EndFor; // (iX = 0; iX < nX; iX += 1)
End Function; // LoadImg(sImg)

(←)
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